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**EAST**

William East of Hall Place (Watson)

—at Sir William East, Bt (1738–1819), amateur artist (Gardner; Hoare) ◊ 1763 Hannah Casamajor (1746–1810) (Gardner; Hoare) q.v.

—at Sir Gilbert East, 2nd Bt (1764–1828sp) (Gardner) ◊ Eleanor Mary Jolliffe (–1838) [◊ 2nd 1834 John Conn Bonnast]

—at Mary (1765–1833) (Gardner) ◊ 1785 Sir William Clayton, 4th Bt

—at Sir East George Clayton East, 1st Bt (1794–1851)

—at Augustus Henry East (1766–1828sp) (Gardner) ◊ 1793 Caroline Anne, dau. of George Vansittart

—at Elizabeth East (–1757) 1st 1747 Sir Capel Molyneux, 3rd Bt of Castle Dillon (1717–1797) (Astley; Latham) q.v. [◊ 2nd 1766 Elizabeth Adlercron (–1800)]

[NB: Sir William East did not have a second marriage 28.VI.1708 to Miss Jackson of Downing Street: Elizabeth Jackson married William Bess at St Margaret's Westminster]